
Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Aurora Corona
Date Submitted: 03/12/2021 04:57 PM
Council File No: 21-0015 
Comments for Public Posting:  Honorable PLUM Committee, For the last several days there has

been construction activity at Equitas 5 and 6. Trucks have been
arriving as early as 7AM, picking up large pieces of concrete,
idling for long periods of time in the alley, making noise, and
needless to say, disturbing the residents that live closest to the
site. In addition, trucks and trailers have been driving south on
Constance Street even though they are prohibited by a weight
restriction of no more than 6000 lbs. The sign is be clearly posted.
It is located on Constance and right next to Equitas 1's building.
Equitas should have informed the construction crews to be
mindful of not turning left on Constance from the alley. Equitas
cannot claim not to have known this fact. If they do, this shows
that Equitas does not know the community well even though they
have been operating at 1700 W. Pico Blvd for over 10 years. As a
courtesy, this construction activity should have been made known
to the neighboring residents who live within the 500-ft radius.
This is just another example of Equitas not being considerate of
how their operations affect the neighboring residents and
community. Their past actions similar to this is why the
community believes that Equitas only cares about themselves and
not about the adjacent community. 





Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Aurora Corona
Date Submitted: 03/12/2021 04:58 PM
Council File No: 21-0015 
Comments for Public Posting:  Please add this picture to previous comment. 





Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Nery Larios
Date Submitted: 03/12/2021 10:56 AM
Council File No: 21-0015 
Comments for Public Posting:  Re: Appeal Case Elementary Schools at 1608-1636 West Pico

Blvd., 1321 – 1331 South Union
Avenue-CPC-2020-4095-ZV-CU- SPR See my letter attached
dated March 8, 2021 



Planning and Land Use Management Committee                                                                                                         

Los Angeles City Council City of Los Angeles                                                                                                         

200 N. Spring Street, Room 340                                                                                                                                                    

Los Angeles, California 90012       

March 8, 2021 

PLUM Committee Members: 

Re: Appeal Case Elementary Schools at 1608-1636 West Pico Blvd., 1321 – 1331 South Union Avenue-

CPC-2020-4095-ZV-CU- SPR  

      I am legally blind, and I am speaking up for the other disabled persons, and seniors living near the 

proposed Equitas 5 and 6 schools. We are opposed to this project, and aggrieved for the following 

reasons below:  

Increase in Traffic   -   Means Higher Risk of Injury:  

     This is a serious issue for people who have vision, hearing and mobility impairments because we 

cannot use all our senses to react quickly to a dangerous situation. I cannot expect anyone who does 

not suffer from a disability to fully understand how difficult it is to do simple daily tasks, let alone, 

dodge or jump away from a car.  I, and others like me, must become more watchful, and this is 

harder and a bigger burden since I am blind.  I ask you to take into consideration that the increase in 

traffic caused by Equitas 5 and 6 will put me, other disabled residents and seniors, in a more 

dangerous situation than most. 

Blocking Dash, La Pico Medica Clinica and Doria Apartments and Alley Safety: 

      The Dash stop is located along Equitas’ traffic circulation plan, and this will cause a problem for 

the riders. Several times I, and others, have experienced problems boarding the Dash during Equitas’ 

activities in the alley. I had to go in between cars and into traffic to board. There were no Equitas’ 

monitors watching out for the public- not a safe situation for anyone.  

      Low-income residents who need access to the clinic on the corner of Pico and Union will be 

denied medical help during Equitas school’s drop off and pick up operation. Cars will block the clinic’s 

parking lot as well as the clinic’s specimen deliveries and pickups. Equitas keep saying that it will take 

30 minutes to an hour or so per each staggered drop off and pickup operation. Between drop-off 

and pick-ups that amounts to three, perhaps almost four hours a day of Equitas’ traffic!  I say that is 

too much! A big impact for the residents living nearest the schools and on my street, Constance!  

Look at Equitas 1 with a lesser student body, it always has a line several blocks long.  Equitas 5 and 6 

will have more parking lot space to queue their cars, however, this is a densely populated area where 

many residents, like myself, take public transportation to work. People will be walking along the 

sidewalks, by the alley and the using crosswalks; lights will turn green for pedestrians to cross, and 

this will delay Equitas traffic queue from proceeding swiftly. Again, increase traffic on near Pico-

Union will make it more hazardous for seniors and those with disabilities.                                                                

      I and other residents use the alley as a shortcut in the mornings and afternoons to get to and 

from Union Avenue and Pico Blvd where the Dash and MTA stops are located. It saves steps, and this 

is important for the disabled and seniors who have difficulty walking and moving quickly.  Equitas’ 



traffic plan will force us not to use the alley because it will become too dangerous to be shared by 

people and Equitas parents’ cars.  

Also, Doria Apartments tenants will not have free access to and from their own parking lot. I feel 

sorry for them. They will have to wait for Equitas’ traffic monitors, if any, to help them exit or enter 

their lots. The tenants will get mixed up in Equitas’ queues in order to enter and exit.  Very 

inconvenient! 

Do Not Allow Equitas 5 and 6 Traffic on Constance Street: 

      I love my street, and I know all of the residents living on the two blocks feel the same. I moved 

here because it is quiet and peaceful most of the time. Life here is pleasant. There are several 

historical homes that bring character and appeal to Constance. Equitas traffic will change this, and 

there will be no turning back. 

       I am upset and troubled that Equitas 5 and 6 traffic plan uses Constance Street as their traffic exit 

heading southbound. I, and most Constance Street residents, signed a petition opposing this. The 

schools will increase the traffic on our residential street and bring an end to its relaxed character. I 

rent, but everyone knows that homes will lose property value with increased traffic from Equitas. If I 

were a homeowner, I would be very, very upset. 

      The people living closest to the new schools had asked in meetings and hearings that Equitas 5 

and 6 not use our street just like Equitas 1 CUP orders. I do not understand why the City Planning 

Commission and City Council CD1 ignored this request.  It does not make any sense that Equitas 5 and 

6 traffic will be allowed to come down my street, but Equitas 1’s will not?  How can this be? How will 

Equitas 1, 5 and 6 know which cars are from which school?  The schools should be treated as one, like 

a company. Same policy should apply to both since they are located right across each other with 

Constance Street in the middle.    

      Equitas has not addressed how they will resolve all these problems yet the Planning Commission 

approved the project ignoring the nearby residents who know their community the best.   I want the 

PLUM Committee to seriously reconsider the significant impact and problems that Equitas’ 5 and 6 

will cause to the disabled, the seniors and low-income residents living nearest this site. I ask for 

myself and the other disabled and seniors that you approve my appeal, and not approve this project. 

Thank you, 

 

Nery Larios                                                                                                                                                                           

Appellant 

 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Max Rosenkrantz
Date Submitted: 03/12/2021 11:06 AM
Council File No: 21-0015 
Comments for Public Posting:  For many years the residents and businesses in the immediate

vicinity of Equitas have suffered from the traffic it brings to the
area. Those problems will be made far worse by the proposed
expansion. Equitas says its traffic plan will solve those problems.
Well, it said the same thing when it first moved to Pico-Union. It
wasn't true then, and I doubt it is true now. Equitas has been in
this area for over 10 years. During that time it has demonstrated a
colossal arrogance in its dealings with the community. The
present case continues that pattern. There has been no outreach to
the people who will be affected and the concerns they have
expressed have been repeatedly dismissed. The city should
reconsider it's approval of Equitas's expansion. 


